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SOMAKY

The problem of long term stability and geodynamic processes of the

Baltic Shield has been adressed in the research plan for the coming

six years, 1987-1992, of the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management

Gompany. The aims of the research activities are to quantify and place

limits on the effects of earthquakes, glaciation and glacial rebound.

Special attention will be paid to the safety analysis of a final stor-

age of spent nuclear fuel.

In modelling the deformation of large scale rock masses and the stabi-

lity of vaults for radioactive waste disposal, we need to know the

geometry and structure of the gecmechanical parameters of large rock

masses and the boundary conditions that we might apply to our models.

Existing knowledge on crustal stresses and their orientation for West-

e m Europe and North America is reviewed, and data on crustal stress

gradients for Fennoscandia are presented. The vertical stress is taken

to be equal to the weight of the overburden and the horizontal stress

gradients are in accordance with shallow stress measurements, predomi-

nantly thrust fault earthquake fault plane solutions and ridge push at

the Mid Atlantic Ridge as a major stress generating mechanism for the

maximum horizontal stress.

Generic, two-dimensional models are proposed for vertical and planar

sections of a traverse having a direction NW-SE in Northern Fenno-

scandia. The vertical section caiprises a three-l3yered model of the

lithosphere from the oceanic-continental crustal boundary at the shelf

of the North Sea, to the centre of uplift in the Bothnian Bay. Faults

are assumed to extend down to the upper-lower crust boundary at a

depth of about 20 km. The proposed traverse will include the major

neotectonic structures at Lansj ärv and Pärvie, respectively, and also

the study site for storage of spent nuclear fuel at Kamlunge, close to

the SE end of the traverse.

In modelling the influence of glaciation, deglaciaticn and glacial

rebound on crustal rock mechanics and stability, two modelling ap-
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proaches are suggested. In the first approach, the ground surface and

the crustal-mantle interface has a prescribed shape In accordance with

known functions of elastic-viscous rebound for each side of the ice

front and the uplift is varied according to existing knowledge about

total, present and remaining uplift.

The .second modelling approach uses ice as a surface load, where the

boundary of the ice sheet follows the extension of the Weichselian

glacial ice at the continental shelf of Northwestern Norway.

in principal three different size of models are suggested. Global

models, with a length of about 100 km, will make it possible to in-

crease our overall understanding of the change in stresses and defor-

mations and they can provide boundary conditions for regional and

near-field models, cf. Fig. 4.6. The regional models can be used for

studies of the neotectcnic structures and the near-field models will

be used for stability analysis of the vault for final storage of spent

nuclear fuel.

The last section of the report is devoted to a study of the strength

of granitic rock masses. Here the rock mass discontinuity character-

istics are shown to be of equal, or even greater importance in studies

of crustal stability and Integrity of vaults than is the case with

much stronger and stiffer intact rocks. Differences in the shear

strength of rock joints and faults at low and high effective normal

stress are demonstrated and equations to describe these properties are

preserted. The stiffness of joints and faults is assumed to be inde-

pendent of the block size, whereas shear stiffness is most likely to

vary as a function of the length of the joint/fault and the effective

normal stress. Properties of this type must be considered in the mod-

elling of the crustal rock mechanics for any of the three models de-

scribed above.
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ABSTRACT

In ncdelling the deformation of large scale rock masses and the stabi-

lity of vaults for radioactive waste disposal, we need to know the

geometry and structure of large rock masses and the boundary condi-

tions that we might apply to our models.

»Jxisting knowledge of crustal stresses for Fennoscandia is presented.

Generic, two-dimensional models are proposed for vertical and planar

sections of a traverse having a direction NW-SE in Northern Fenno-

scandia. The proposed traverse will include the major neotectonic

structures at Lansj ärv and Pärvie, respectively, and also the study

site for storage of spent nuclear fuel at Kamlunge. The influence of

glaciation, deglaciation, glacial rebound on crustal rock mechanics

and stability is studied for the modelling work.

Global models, with a length of roughly 100 km, will increase our over

all understanding of the change in stresses and deformations. These

can provide boundary conditions for regional and near-field models.

The final section oZ this report is devoted to a study of the strength

of granitic rock masses' Properties of strength and stiffness of in-

tact' rccVf, faults and joints nuet be considered in the modelling of

the crustal rock mechanics for any of the three models described.

»»-ove.



1 INTRCOUCriCN

An understanding of the stability of the bedrock of Fennoscandia is of

outmost importance to existing ideas on the question of the final stor

age of spent nuclear fvsl in granitic rocks. The problem of longterm

stability of thö crust has been adressed in the research plan for the

coning six year3, 1987-1992, of the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste

Management Company, (1986). As a part of the research program, long

term rock stability modelling of the response of rock masses to exter-

nal loads from earthquakes, glaciation and glacial rebound will be

conducted. The neotectonics at Lansjärv, Northern Sweden, will be

studied in detail. Before any modelling is undertaken, we must know

the typ« and behaviour of the external loads. The aim of this study is

therefore to present the crustal stresses and their orientation and

gradients in Fennoscandia,the strength of granitic rock masses in the

crust, erosion, glaciation and land uplift.

When any potential bedrock site located in the Fennoscandian Shield is

examined, we are confronted with a very complex geological history em-

bodying several stages of extreme tectonic disturbance that have dis-

torted, froctured and faulted and otherwise transformed she rocks from

the state in which they were originally formed. At a first glance, the

prediction and modelling of the present and future stability of these

rocks appears to be a very complex problem. However, there are two

reasons for optimism. First, the Shield has been teeter." cally quies-

cent over a very long period of time. Paleomagnetic anu radioroetric

results prove that the Shield has been intact over the last 1.8 Ga

including late crustal accretion, Pesonen and Neuvonen (1981). Thus,

the loading, deformation and uplift that accompanied cycles of Quat-

ernary glaciation were by far the strongest events of the last 10 Ma.

It is not therefore surprising that a variety of faults, fractures,

and some earthquake activity has been produced for shield areas, West

(1984), Talbot (1986).

In a discussion on past geological conditions and t^ir relevance to

present-day fracture flow systems, Brown et al. (1983) reached the

conclusion that the response of the Archean fracture system in Western



Ontario, Canada, to variations in geologic conditions through time

appears to be largely confined to a repeated reactivation, and pos-

sibly of the existing fracture network alone. This suggests that the

effects of any future event will also be largely restricted to a

reactivation of parts of the existing network.

A repository for radioactive waste must be located and designed to be

protected against (i) natural changes of first order (faulting, gla-

ciation, meteorite impact) (ii) human activity (war, sabotage, mining)

(iii) degradation of engineering and natural barriers (corrosion of

canisters, penetration of bentonite buffer, ground-water transport).

To protect the repository from first order faulting, Stephansson et

al. (1978) suggested its location in a large block of a jointed rock

mass surrounded by faults or shear zones. Any large scale movements

will then appear along pre-existing faults and the repository in the

centre of the large block will be protected. Later Stephansson (1983)

presented mathematical models of a repository and deposition holes to

prove the stability of the underground constructions. In modelling

large scale rock masses and the farfield stability of vaults for radi-

oactive waste disposal, we are faced with new problems. Here there are

a limited number of studies in which cubic kilometres of rock masses

are simulated. One example is the modelling of compaction and subsi-

dence of the Ekofisk oil and gas field in the North Sea (Barton et

al., 1986).

Since we intend to model the crustal rock mechanics, we must know the

gecmetry and structure of the geomechanical parameters of large rock

masses and the boundary conditions which might be applied to our mod-

els. In Chapter 2, existing knowledge on the state of stress in the

earth crust is reviewed and the boundary stresses of a three-layer

model of the crust and upper mantle is presented. Chapter 3 gives a

description and a generic model of Fennoscandian fault structures and

also the motivation for studying a geological traverse from the nor-

thernmost part of the Gulf of Bothnia in a nortwesterly direction to

the area of Senja at the Norwegian shelf. Glaciological aspects of

waste disposal are presented in Chapter 4 and a number of possible

models for analysis are presented. Strength of intact rocks, discon-

tinuities and rock masses are presented in Chapter 5. Based on the



existing knowledge of the mechanical properties of the crust and upper

mantle presented in this report, we are able to make the necessary

idealization of the problem to be studied and also select the of nu-

merical models to be used.



2 GRUSTAL STRESSES AtO THEIR ORIENTATIONS

An understanding of the in-situ state of stress within the Earth's

crust is a vital requirement for the study of rock mass stability re-

lated to the disposal of nuclear fuel waste in rocks. We must know the

stress field in order to study the rock mechanical effects and rock

mass stability of future glaciations and deglaciatlcns on a disposal

vault. This is true in the study of both the nearfield and farfield

rock mechanics of the vault. The aim of this section is therefore to

present the most likely stress gradients and stress orientations for

the Fennoscandian Shield.

2.1 Change of stresses with depth

Many compilations of in-situ stress measurements, made in various

parts of the world, have now been published. The most recent collec-

tion of data on the state of stress in the earth crust is presented

in the proceedings of the International Symposium on Rock Stress and

Rock Stress Measurements held in Stockholm, 1-3 September 1986 and

edited by Stephansson (1986). Of special interest to this study are

the contributions by Stephansson et al. (1986), Klein and Barr (1986),

and Herget (1986).

Stephansson et al. (1986) presented some preliminary results from the

established Fennoscandian Rock Stress Data Base (FRSDB) which, at pre-

sent, contains almost 500 entries from 102 sites in Finland, Norway

and Sweden. Regression analyses of maximum and minimum horizontal

stresses versus depth for four different stress measurement methods

were presented. These are shown in Figure 2.1. From the compiled data

in FRSDB we can draw the following conclusions on changes of stress

with depth:

- tfcare is a large horizontal stress component for the uppermost

1000 m, which may be due to a combination of remanent stresses from

the previous tectonic orogenies, plate tectonic stresses and gla-

cial related stresses



discrepancies in the variations in magnitude of stresses with

depth have been obtained when different rock stress measurement

methods are used. Of all the methods used, the overcoring method of

Hast gives by far the largest stress gradients and intercepts of

stress at the ground surface, cf. Figure 2.1

for all methods it was found that maximum and minimum horizontal

stress exceed the vertical stress as determined from the weight of

the over burden

stress measurements from the Leeman, Leeman-NTH, Leeman-LuT over-

coring methods have revealed minor differences in the magnitudes of

the minimum horizontal stress, Oj-™, and the vertical stress, o .

In regions where o ^ ^ happens to be greater than o , thrust fault-

ing will appear once the rock mass strength is exceeded. In others,

where t W ™ is less than ov, strike slip faulting will occur.

- regression analyses of the principal stresses versus depth for the

overcoring rock stress measurement methods give the following

results:

a± = 0.050 • z + 7.9 , r = 0.61

o, = 0.32 * z + 4.2 , r = 0.60

o3 = 0.019 " z + 0.6 , r = 0.56

where z is the depth in meters and the stresses are expressed in MPa.

Because of the many similarities in the geology of the Canadian and

Fennoscandian Shield, and in particular the late Quaternary geology, a

closer look at the existing stress data from Canada is of value to

this study. When data on stress gradients was first published in

Canada, the data base was rather small and some of the results from

ground stress measurements were of questionable quality. In a recent

paper Herget (1986) provides an update of previously published compi-

lations. Most of the sites are located in the Superior and Southern

Tectonic Province of the Canadian Shield, which consist of Archean and



Proterozoic rocks. The data which has been compiled clearly shows that

near the surface, horizontal stress components exceed the stress val-

ues derived from overburden load.
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Fig. 2.1 Regression analyses of maxijnum horizontal stress (o ) and
minimum horizontal stress (a.) versus depth for four diffe-
rent rock stress measurement methods. A) Hast overcoring;
B) Leeman-Hiltscher, Swedish State Power Board, overcoring;
C) Leeman, Leeman-NTH, Leeman-LUT, overcoring; and D) hy-
draulic fracturing, LBL, CTH and LUT. After Stephansson et
al. (1986).



From the analysis of 54 ground stress tensors Herget (op. cit.) found

that in the Canadian Shield there seems to be a "normal" and an ex-

treme "population" in the stress data. For the so-called "normal pop-

ulation", the vertical stress components are close to the overburden

load, whereas the extreme population shows vertical stresses far in

excess of those derived from the overburden load.

The increase of the average horizontal stress with depth could be de-

scribed by means of a bi-linear relationship for the two depth inter-

val 0-800 m and 800-2000 m. For the extreme population Herget found a

linear increase of the average horizontal stress with depth. The

change of average horizontal stress and the change in ratio of the

horizontal stress to the vertical stress with depth are shown in Fig-

ure 2.2. From the data compiled in Canada, we can draw the following

conclusions on changes of stress with depth, and how this compares

with the situation in Fennoscandia:

- there is a high horizontal stress component for the uppermost 800 m

which may be due to a combination of remanent stresses from the pre-

vious tectonic orogenies, plate tectonic stresses and glacially re-

lated stresses. This situation is almost identical to that of the

Fennoscandian Shield

- ground stress determinations in Canada were performed by overcoring

methods using bi-, and tri-axial instruments. Hence, the data for

Canada presented by Herget (op. cit.) should be compared with the

results shown in Figures 2.1 A and B for Fennoscandia. We see here

that the stress gradient for the average horizontal stress in the

uppermost 800 m of the Canadian Shield is somewhat greater than the

corresponding gradient in Fennoscandia

- for most of the stress measurements in Canada, the maximum and mini-

mum horizontal stress exceed the vertical stress, cf. Figure 2.2 B.

A similar situation is valid for the Fennoscandian Shield, and this

was found to matter what measurement method was used

- a minor difference in magnitudes of the minimum horizontal stress

(o ) and the vertical stress for depths greater than 200 m is
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found in the Canadian Shield. It appears that the same is true for

the Fennoscandian Shield, and thrust faulting or strike slip fault-

ing are equally likely to occur once the rock mass strength is

exceeded

- according to Hasegawa et al. (1985) a lower limit to the deviateric

stress in the upper crust of eastern Canada can be inferred from the

stress drop of earthquakes in the Canadian Shield, which tend to

have an upper limit of about 10 MPa. A similar situation regarding

stress drops in the Fennoscandian Shield has been suggested by

Slunga et al. (1984).

Average Horiioniol S i r e » (MPa)
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Fig. 2.2 State of stress in the Canadian Shield. A) Change of
average horizontal stress components with depth; and
B) Change of ratio of horizontal stress/vertical
stress with depth. After Herget (1986).

In the discussion of stress gradients in the upper crust, we should

note the major discontinuity in the stress field that has recently

been reported from several test sites. Three out of four reported

stress anomalies in this report are related to the Canadian and Fenno-

scandian Shield areas. Martna et al. (1983) reported stress anomalies

of the order of 20 MPa for the maximum horizontal stress across a



major fracture zone at 320 m depth of a vertical borehole at Forsmark,

Central Sweden. A similar situation was obtained from the stress mea-

surements at Lavia, Central Finland (Bjamason and Stephansson, 1987).

A stress anomaly of about 20 MPa was inferred from measurements on

each side of a major fracture zone at 420 m depth in Proterozoic gra-

nodiorite rocks.

The third example of a recorded stress anomaly is reported from hydro-

fracture stress determinations in borehole URL-1 of the Lac du Bonnet

batholith, Manitoba, Canada, Haimson (1982). Just below the 320 m

level, a major fracture zone caused a stress anomaly of about 10 MPa

for the minimum horizontal stress and 25 MPa for the maximum horizon-

tal stress. This stress anomaly was followed by a 90 degree rotation

of the direction of the maximum horizontal stress. Finally, a stress

anomaly of 28 MPa was recorded across a lithological boundary from

2490 to 3100 m in jointed granitic rocks near the Valles Caldera in

New Mexico, Kelker et al. (1986).

At this stage of the study, we can conclude that stress anomalies

across fracture zones and lithological boundaries have been recorded,

that the stresses are reoriented and that the stress changes are of

the order of a few tens of megapascals and of the same order of mag-

nitude as the stress drops generated by shield earthquakes.

2.2 Orientation of stresses

In 1958, Hast published a compilation of in-situ rock stress measure-

ments made in boreholes within the Fennoscandian Shield. Most of these

measurements were conducted in mines and for several measuring sites

in the near vicinity of mining operations.

In a later compilation which included Hast's data, Ranalli and Chand-

ler (1975) concluded that within the southern part of the Fennoscan-

dian Shield the maximum horizontal stress is directed approximately

E-W while in the northern part of the Shield the trend is more N-S.

This picture of the stress direction in Fennoscandia was maintained
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until Slunga et al. (1984) published data from earthquake fault plane

solutions of the southern parts of the Fennoscandian Shield. Their

result is summarized as follows: The seismicity of the southern part

of the Baltic shield has been studied for four years by a digital

regional seismic network, with a station spacing of 100 km. Some 160

earthquakes have been analysed for location, focal depth, seismic mo-

ment, fault plane solution and static stress drop. More than 90 % of

the earthquakes occur at depths less than 19 km. The orientation of

the horizontal stresses relaxed by the events is very consistent, the

principal conpression is oriented In a NW-SE direction. The geographi-

cal distributions of the events show relations to the regional geol-

ogy. The consistency of the stress pattern means that the type of

faulting is determined mainly by the strikes of the available faults.

In a recent paper, Klein and Barr (1986) presented a compilation of

previously published Western European in-situ stress data, together

with results of wellbore breakout analyses of wells drilled in the

North Sea, the Atlantic Ocean and onshore Britain. They found that

within Central and Northern Europe, the North Sea, the Atlantic Ocean,

the British Isles and Northern Scandinavia the regional direction of

maximum horizontal stress is aligned approximately NW-SE, cf. Figure

2.3. In Southern Scandinavia they claim that the maximum stress direc-

tion to be approximately E-W. However, the data they present are based

on old measurements and this statement is not valid. Klein and Barr

(op. cit.) concluded that the consistent NW-SE orientation of the

maximum horizontal in-situ stress direction over Western Europe is

dominated largely by plate tectonic boundary forces acting upon the

Eurasian tectonic plate. These forces include plate edge forces (for

example can pressive ridge push forces perpendicular to the Eurasian/

African continental collision zone as expressed by the Alps).

A compilation and evaluation of the direction from the Fennoscandian

Rock Stress Data Base is in progress. Preliminary results indicate

larger scatter in the direction of the maximum principal horizontal

stress than was obtained by Klein and Barr (1986) for Western Europe.
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Fig. 2.3 Orientation of maximum torizcntal principal stress within
Western Europe. After Klein (1986).
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A NW-SE direction for the maximum horizontal stress is strongly sup-

ported by evidence from fault plane solutions of earthquakes for

Fennoscandia as presented by Slunga et al. (1984).

In the recent literature on the state of stress in the Earth's crust,

several authors, e.g. Bott and Kusznir (1984) and Klein and Barr

(1986), have suggested that the constant orientation of the maximum

horizontal in-situ stress is governed by plate tectonic boundary

forces. There is strong evidence to support this idea, e.g. for West-

e m Europe. If this is correct, a study of the state of stress in the

North American plate west of the Mid Atlantic Ridge to support the

idea of deriving stresses from plate tectonic models further would be

of great interest.

The orientation of deviatoric ccmpressive stress in eastern Canada has

been presented by Hasegawa et al. (1985). The data is derived either

directly from in-situ stress measurements or is indirectly inferred

from earthquake fault plane solutions, quarry floor buckles, pop-ups

and postglacial faults. These data are summarized in Figure 2.4. The

orientation of the maximum principal stress determined from near-

surface stress measurements indicate, on average, an ENE direction, as

does the orientation of quarry floor buckles. Postglacial thrust

faults indicate a norherly direction of the stress field these faults

are supposed to be related to deglaciation. They are not therefore

necessarily indicative of the current stress field, cf. the stuctural

analysis of the postglacial faults in Northern Sweden by Talbot

(1986). From the diversified phenomena and data that contribute to

existing knowledge of the stress field in eastern Canada, Hasegawa et

al. (op. cit., p. 3639) draw the following conclusion: "Since near-

surface stress indicators may be strongly affected by weathering,

topography, and other near-surface features, the degree of correlation

between near-surface stresses and the underlying stress field (> 300

m) is still uncertain. Nevertheless, there appears to be an overprint

in the NE direction."
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Stress „ Quarry floor
• buckles

Fig. 2.4 Summarizied diagram showing azimuth of maxi-
mum horizontal stress directions inferred from
measurements (< 300 ra) and surficial fetures
These are not stereograms. Solid arrows denote
mean compression direction; open arrow denotes
large uncertainty. After Hasegawa et al. (1985).

In a recent manuscript for the GSA Memoir in the Geophysical Framework

of the Continental United States, Zoback and Zoback (1986) present an

up-date of the classical Zobak and Zoback (1980) compilation of the

stress orientation data for the continental (conterminous) United

States. The data base has been enlarged from 226 points to more than

400 points. These data points have also been assigned a quality rank-

ing. Stress orientations are obtained from three principal types of

indicators: earth quake focal mechanisms, in-situ stress measurements

and geological data on younger volcanics and fault offsets. Utilizing

these data, they have prepared a map of maximum horizontal principal

stress orientations. These are shown in Figure 2.5. The size of the

arrow is scaled proportionally to its quality and the center symbol

designates the type stress indicator; the maximum horizontal ocmpres-

sive stress orientation is plotted regardless of the actual stress

state.
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Fig. 2.5 Map of maxinun horizontal oonpressive stress orientations.
Quality of data indicated by weight and length of l ine.
After Zoback and Zoback (1986).
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From the data collected, Zoback and Zoback (1986) present a general-

ized stress map, Figure 2.6. This gives the average principal stress

orientations, stress regimes and delineating stress provinces. Fran

stress data and seismicity information, the stress provinces shown in

Figure 2.6 are separated into four "plate-tectonic" provinces, namely:

San Andreas transform, Rocky Mountain/Intermcxintain intraplate, Cas-

cade convergent and the midplate central and eastern United States.

Much of the midplate area is characterized by a conpressive stress

regime with reverse and strike-slip faulting and with vertical

stresses less than one or both of the horizontal stresses. Cn the ge-

neralized stress map, we also notice that large portions of the west-

ern U.S. are currently undergoing extensional tectonism, i.e. the

vertical stress is the maximum principal stress.

-73
•110

-J00 -90

Fig. 2.6 Generalized stress map for the continental United States.
Outward-pointing areas are given for areas characterized by
extensional deformation. Inward-pointing areas are shown
for regions dominated by compressional tectonism (thrust
and strike-slip faulting). Stress provinces are delineated
by the thick broken lines: CC - Cascade convergent prov-
ince, PNW - Pacific Northwest, SA - San Andreas province,
and CP - Colorado Plateau interior. After Zoback and Zoback
(1986).
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A large body of new data, and in particular well bore breakouts, have

cast serious doubt on the existence of an Atlantic Coast stress prov-

ince characterized by NW compression, as suggested by Zoback and Zo-

back (1980). Instead, stress orientations from the Great Plains east

to the eastern United States and Canada appear to be generally con-

sistent with a maximum horizontal stress orientation between NE and E

(on average, roughly ENE). Based on a limit nunber of studies of focal

mechanisms this oompressive stress province is also assumed to be ex-

tended eastward throughout much of the western Atlantic basin.

Zoback and Zoback (1986) believe that the regional in-situ stress

field is tectonic in origin and that the uniformity in the midplate

stress pattern suggests a far-field source. Further., they make two

general observations that lead them to prefer ridge push over basal

drag as the primary source of stress in the midplate region. In an

absolute reference frame, the North American cratonic continent is

moving southwesterly and therefore drag-related compression should be

most pronounced along the southwestern margin of the craton. However,

a close look at Figure 2.6 demonstrates that this margin is character-

ized by an extensional stress regime in the Southern Great Plains. The

second observation in favour of ridge push is the general increase in

seismic activity from west to east within the craton. Hence, the over-

all uniformity in the midplate stress pattern suggests a far-field

source. Since the North American Plate does not have any subducting

slab, the most likely plate driving forces are ridge push and basal

drag. At present, several arguments favour ridge push as the driving

force of the plate and the oompressive stress generating mechanism.

Summarizing the state of art about orientation of stresses on each

side of the Mid Atlantic Ridge and far from the edge of the Eurasian

and North American plate boundary we find the following:

- Western European in-situ stress data together with results of well-

bore breakouts show that within Central and Northern Europe, the

North Sea, the Atlantic Ocean and the British Isles, the regional

direction of maximum horizontal stress is aligned approximately

NW-SE
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data from earthquake fault plane solutions for the southern part of

the Fennoscandian Shield indicates a very consistent NW-SE direction

of the principal compression

there is still some uncertainty in the degree of correlation in

the direction and magnitudes between near surface stresses and the

underlying stress field (> 300 m). This appears to be valid for data

collected in eastern Canada and in Fennoscandia and is due to the

effects of weathering, topography, glacial rebound, etc. on the

near-field stress indicators

recent compilation of stress orientation for eastern United States

and Canada indicate a generally consistent maximum horizontal stress

orientations between NE and E, and on average rougly ENE

there is a strong belief that the regional in-situ stress field in

Western Europe and eastern North America is tectonic in origin and

that the uniformity in the stress pattern suggests a far-field

source

plate edge forces such as compressive ridge push forces perpendicu-

lar to the strike of the Mid Atlantic Ridge are believed to give

rise to the consistent stress directions in the two plates.

2.3 Crustal stress gradients In Fennoscandia

The sources of lithospheric stresses and their distinctive features

are subjects of the greatest interest in modern geophysics and tec-

tonics, Salomon et al. (1980), Bott and Kusznir (1984), Hasegawa et

al. (1985) and Zoback and Zoback (1986). In modelling the crustal rock

mechanics due to glacial loading and rebound and postglacial instabi-

lity like faulting, we should understand the principal categories of

lithospheric stress. The lithosphere is the relatively strong outer

layer of the Earth roughly 100 km in thickness which can support sub-

stantial deviatoric stresses. This property differs from the under-

lying asthenosphere and deeper parts of tlie Earth where the stress

differences are relatively small, as a result of creep.
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Stress systems affecting the lithosphere can be divided into two main

categories which we refer to as renewable and non-renewable types

(Bott and Kusznir, 1984).

Renewable stress_syjstems are those which persist as a result of bound-

ary or body forces even though the strain energy is progressively dis-

sipated. Stresses arising from plate boundary forces and from isostat-

ically compensated surface loads are the two main examples of rele-

vance to the situation in the Fennoscandian Shield. The persistant

plate boundary forces cause the plates to move relatively to each

other. Geological evidence, thermodynamic considerations and compari-

son of observed stresses with predicted values all indicate that the

plates are driven by boundary forces rather than by mantle drag. This

means that the plate moves faster (i.e. of the order of a few centi-

meters per year for the Eurasian plate), than the underlying mantle.

Mantle drag therefore opposes plate motion, rather than drive it. Bott

and Kusznir (op. cit.) distijiguish three principle types of driving

forces

- ridge push force (compression, 20-30 MPa)

- slab pull force (tension, 0-50 MPa (?))

- trench suction force (tension, 0-30 MPa (?))

Examples of simple stress systems within lithospheric plates caused by

plate boundary forces are shown in Figure 2.7. The most relevant model

for the Fennoscandian continental crust of the Eurasian plate is given

by examble b) in the figure. Ridge push forces at the Mid Atlantic

Ridge and trench suction forces the Pacific cause stresses to change

from ccmpressive at ridge to tensile at trench. Later in this section

we will analyse a recent model to determine the stress distribution in

the lithosphere.

For renewable stress systems, the lithosphere acts as a reservoir of

"strain energy reservoir" fed by the action of boundary or body for-

ces, and relieved at approximately the same rate by tectonic activity.

Loading of the lithosphere by surface topography, lateral density

variation or ice sheets generates local stress fields. An elevated
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region 1 km in height and of density 2.6 tons/m3 would give rise to a
stress difference of about 17 MPa. The deviatoric stresses that deve-
lop from ice loading will be discussed in Chapter 4.

Non-renewable stressjsystems are those which may be completly dissi-

pated by release of the strain energy initially present. Bott and

Ocean ridge Lithosphere in compression Oceanic cruet

Continental crust Litnotpherc

(a)

tension i ? l « - Compression

(b)

Tension (?) Tension — Compmssion

ft*

(C)

Continental Mhoepnere « tension

Enhanced Tension

Fig. 2.7 Examples of simple stress systems within lithospheric pla-
tes generated by plate boundary forces, a) Ridge push force
developed at ocean ridges on opposite sides of a plate,
causing the whole plate to be in compression; example pre-
sent African plate, b) Ridge push force on one side of a
plate and trench suction force on opposite side, causing
stress system changing from cempressive at ridge to possi-
bly tensile at trench (if local overriding plate resistance
is high, compression may occur throughout the plate); exam-
ple present South American plate, c) Ridge push force on
one side of a plate and slab pull on opposite side, stress
as in b); example Carboniferous basin formation in Great
Britain, d) Trench suction on opposite sides of an entirely
continental plate producing tension throughout; exan^le
Pangea just prior to its break-up.
F = ridge push; F = slab pull; F = trench suction;
R*£ = mantle drag. v

A??er Bott and Kusznir (1984).
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Kusznir (1984) list the following significant sources for non-

renewable stress systems

- bending stresses at subducticn zones

- membrane stresses caused by changes in radii of curvature of a

plate as it migrates in latitude

- thermal stresses due to temperature changes in the lithosphere
_3

- other mechanisms, e.g. phase transition, tidals (10 MPa)

Of these stress generating systems, membrane stresses are thought to

be the only stresses of importance in crustal rock mechanics modelling

related to radioactive waste disposal in the Fennoscandian Shield.

Global stress models have been calculated for a variety of possible

driving forces. One of the first examples of intraplate stress model-

ling by using a finite element technique was presented by Stephansson

and Bemer (1971). Based on the gravity model by Tal ward, they model-

led a section of the crust east of the Mid Atlantic Ridge. It was

found here that most of the stresses were transmitted in the crust,

and also that very low deviatoric stresses appeared in the mantle, cf.

Figure 2.8.

Solomon et al. (1980) presented global in:aablate stress models by

using a finite element method in which tfjt effect of wide variety of

possible driving force combinations coul^ be simulated. The best fit-

ting global stress models include ridge pushing forces as an essential

element. Like the modelling conducted by Stephansson and Bemer (op.

cit.), the horizontal stress at the ridge was exerted by the ridge

elevation. In one possible global model that provides reasonably good

fit with most of the intraplate stress orientation data, the following

forces are included:

(1) symmetric pushing force at ridge of 10 MPa across a 100 km thick

plate

(2) pulling force at trenches of magnitude 10 MPa

(3) resistive force at continental collision zone, of magnitude 10 MPa

(4) a drag stress proportional to the plate velocity
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Fig. 2.8 Crustal ncdel of the western flank of the Mid Atlantic
Ridge. For explanation, see text. After Stephansson and
Bemer (1971).
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The magnitude and orientation of principal horizontal deviatoric

stress for the model of plate driving forces is reproduced in Figure

2.9. Notice the general stress distribution in the Eurasian plate from

the Mid Atlantic Ridge to the Pacific french and the direction of the

horizontal stress in the cratons on each side of the ridge, cf. Figu-

res 2.3, 2.6 and 2.9.

MODEL E 31

Fig. 2.9 Principal horizontal deviatoric stresses in the lithosphere
for a model of plate driving forces (see text). Principal
stress axes without arrows and with arrows pointing outwards
denote deviatoric compression and tension, respectively.
Relative magnitudes of principal stresses is indicated by
the length of the stress axes. After Solomon et al. (1980).

The modelling by Solomon et al. (1980) and the single-plate elastic

finite element modelling of the North American plate by Reding (1984)

give confidence in allowing a rigid push of the order of a few tens of

megapascals at the boundary of the plates and demonstrate that regi-

onal uniformity of tectonic stresses is possible. However, it does not

give us any hint on the stress changes with depth.

The fact tliat the viscosity is effectively infinite in the brittle and

elastic unp^r lithosphere, but that the viscosity is finite and de-
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creases with depth, means that applied push forces at the ridges will

be concentrated in the upper lithosphere as a result of creep and

stress decay in the lower lithosphere. This effect of stress amplifi-

cation in the upper lithosphere of a shield area was studied by Bott

and Kusznir (1984). After initial application of a uniform oompressive

stress of 10 MPa across a 150 km thick lithosphere, and assuming power

law creep, they obtained a stress distribution as shown in Figure

2.10, Stress relaxation by creep in the lower lithosphere results in

progressive amplification of the upper litnospheric stress and gives

rise to stress differences of the order of 20-25 MPa during over a

time span of 1-100 My.

The most recent and also very attractive model of upper crustal

stresses and vertical stress migration of a shield type lithosphere

has been conducted by Hasegawa et al. (1985).

a/a.
? 3 < b 6 7 8 9 K)

90

120»

-iijM,

Sncta
0 0

Fig. 2.10 Horizontal stresses within "Shield" types of
lithosphere, shown as a function of time after
initial application of a uniform CGmpressive
stress of 10 MPa across a 150 km thick litho-
sphere, assuming power law creep. The horizon-
tal stress is normalized with respect to the
Initial uniform stress shown as a dashed line.
Stress relaxation by creep in the lower litho-
sphere results in progressive amplification of
the upper lithosphere stress. After Bott and
Kusznir (1984).
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Based on existing knowledge of the rheology of the crust and the upper

mantle they studied a three-layered model of the Canadian Shield.

Since the overall geological evolution is very similar for Canada and

Fennoscandia, the model is most applicable for the crustal rock mecha-

nics of this study. Figure 2.11 A shows one of the three-layered plane

strain models that have been selected for finite element calculations.

The boundary conditions are kept as simple as possible with a free

surface and fixed boundaries at the shield and bottom of the upper

mantle respectively. A spreading ridge stress of o = 10 MPa is

applied to the continental lithosphere; the vertical extent of this

applied stress corresponds to the thichness of the oceanic litho-

sphere. The effect of gravity is omitted in the calculations.

The linear rheological model selected is kept as simple as possible.

This is shown in Figure 2.11 B and its constitutive equation is

a + pxo = qjE + q^ (2.1)

where a is the stress, c the strain and the overdots denote time

differentiation.

E1 E2

q
Exn

i El

where n is viscosity and E1 and C 2 are Young's moduli. The values of

the relevent parameters for the crust and upper mantle are shown in

Figure 2.11 C. The elastic property of the upper crust (layer I) is

simulated by assigning to the rheological model an arbitrarly high

viscosity value for the crust. For a detailed discussion of the choice

of parameters the reader is referred to the; _' i work by Hasegawa

et al. (op. cit.).
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Fig. 2.11 Linear visooelastic modelling of the lithosphere.
A, finite element model of: I, upper crust, II, lower
crust, and III, upper mantle subjected to initial hori-
zontal plate tectonic stress o ; B, viscoelastic model;
and C, parameters for three-layered crust-upper mantle
mcJel of Canadian Shield. Redrawn from Hasegawa et al.
(1985).

Figure 2.12 illustrates the temporal and spatial variation of devi-

atoric horizontal stress in the three-layered model from time t = 0 to

t =108 years. After t = 105 years the stress in the upper mantle has

relaxed. Because of mechanical coupling of the layers, the relaxed

stress in the upper mantle is now shouldered by the crust and at

t = 108 years induced stress in the lower crust "migrates" to the
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upper crust. Thus, the model illustrates the tectonic process whereby

the maximum horizontal six ess migrates upward resulting in a stress

amplification of 40-50 MPa in the upper crust over a time span of

about 2 • 108 years starting from the roost recent opening of the At-

lantic ocean. The temporal variation of deviatoric horizontal stress

and strain in the middle of the three layers is reproduced in Figure

2.13. The stress and strain field near the center of the model gives

the situation at the central part of the Canadian Shield. Notice the

small differences between the strain in the middle of the upper crust

near the boundary, and centre of the model.

10

0.
UJ
Q
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5 0 -

6 0 -

Itf

10'-

10 20
STRESS (MPo)

40 50 60

3-Layer linear
theology model
0

20 —

40—
(km)

10»° Pa s

10s

Fig. 2.12 Temporal pattern of horizontal deviatoric
stress component for model where 10 MPa
horizontal stress is applied to boundary
on right to depth of 100 km. Plane strain
case shown for three-layered viscoelastic
crust-upper mantle model; 0-20 km is upper
crust, 20-40 km is lower crust, and 40-100
km is upper mantle. Short dashed-line seg-
ments below 40JOT represent overshoot at
t = 10 and 10 years, which is a mathema-
tical artifact (i.e, need not occur in
reality). After Hasegawa et al. (1985).
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TIME(rtort)

Fig. 2.13 Temporal variation in horizontal stress
and strain in middle of upper crust (10 km
depth), in middle of lower crust (30 km),
and in upper mantle at 60 km depth. Solid
curves correspond to central part of
Canadian Shield and dashed curves to
region closer to spreading center (Mid
Atlantic Ridge). After Hasegawa et al.
(1985).

Based on the results from the finite element modelling of the elas-

tic-viscoelastic relaxation and contributions from other stress gene-

ration mechanisms, Hasegawa et al. (1985) constructed a composite

stress diagram for upper (0-20 km) and lower (20-40 km) crust in

eastern Canada, Figure 2.14. As stated earlier, a stress situation in

eastern Canada is most likely to be applicable also to Fennoscandia.

The vertical stress is taken to be equal to overburden stress,

a = z • Q • g, and the horizontal differential stresses are measured

from this datum. The combined contribution from spreading ridge stress

(1) and viscoelastic relaxation (2) is uncertain to within a factor of

3. Residual stress (3) due to incomplete post-glacial rebound is of

the order of a few megapascals, for an estimated remaining uplift of

150 m. The contribution from the non-renewable membrane stress (4) is

of the order of 10 MPa for a viscoelastic membrane. A deviatoric
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stress (5) that increases linearly with depth and is observed in many

regions is supposed to be caused by basal drag. Finally, the composite

stress field (6) indicates a deviatoric stress that varies from a few

tens of megapascals at 5 km to about 100 MPa at a depth of 20 km, i.e.

at the base of the upper crust. Below the upper and lower crust inter-

face the horizontal differential stress is governed solely by the

spreading ridge stress of 10-30 MPa.

101-

15

20

25

meuuraments)
1 SPREADING RIDGE"! (.rtim«t« from
2 VISCOELASTIC J prototyp» mod«l)
3 POSTGLACIAL DEPRESSION
4 MEMBRANE STRESS (minimum •sttnutt)
5 BASAL DRAG (irbitnry)
6 COMPOSITE (arbitruT)

UPPER

LOWER CRUST

HORIZONTAL STRESS (MP*)
200 400 600

I
800

, I

Fig. 2.14 Composite stress diagram for upper (0-20
km) and lower (20-40 km) crust in eastern
Canada. Vertical stress is taken to be
equal to overburden stress and deviatoric
stress levels (represented by separation
between arrow pairs) are measured from
this datum. Differential stress for 1 and
2 correspond to those of prototype model
(for time t = 10 years after application
of 10 MPa spreading ridge stress). Residual
stress from postglacial depression is shown
in 3. Contribution form visooelastic mem-
brane stress is shown in 4. Basal drag con-
tribution 5 is shown at an arbitrary level
and is intended to illustrate the feature of
increasing differential stress with in-
creasing depth. Composite level 6 is arbi-
trary but tends towards a minimum estimate
of deviatoric stress in lower crust.
After Hasegawa et al. (1985).
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A composite stress diagram for the upper and lower crust in Fenno-

scandia has been constructed. Figure 2.15. The general state of stress

versus depth for oXMKV, o,,-.. and a., is in accordance with the mea-
WIAX xvUN V

sired stresses in the Fennoscandian Shield, cf. Figure 2.1. Earthquake

fault plane solutions by Slunga et al. (1984) provide additional in-

formation. Many earthquakes are associated with a dominant strike-slip

component that would imply that o^^. is close to o., and in some areas

less than o . This is the major reason for drawing 0.»^, close to ov

in the composite stress diagram. For Fennoscandia the following

stress variations are suggested

Upper crust, z = 0-20 km

= 5 + 3 2 ' 2

" 2 + a ' z

o y = 27 • z

Lower crust, z = 20-40 km

°JWAX = 560 + 30 (z - 20)

o = tiAf\ +. ort f 7 _

o v = 540 + 30 (z - 20)

where the depth, z, is in kilometres and stresses are expressed in

megapascals.

If the effect of gravity is omitted, it is suggested that the varia-

tion of differential horizontal stresses with depth z are as follows:

Upper crust, z = 0-20 km

°HMAX = 5 + 5 • z

°HMIN = 2 + Z
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Lower crust, z = 20-40 km

For two-dimensional plane strain modelling of vertical sections of the

earth's crust, only the maximum horizontal deviatoric stress o___v

must be applied. For the upper mantle, viscoelastic relaxation aces

and zero deviatoric stresses are therefore assured. As stated in the

previous section, there is a strong belief that the regional in-situ

stress field in the southern and central part of the Femoscandian

Shield has a NW-SE orientation.

Bäckblom (personal cammunicatiens) has pointed out that it appears

that seismicity in the Femoscandian Shield decreases as we proceed

from the Norweigian coast towards the east. This might reflect de-

creasing stresses from the edge of the Eurasian plate to the east. If

this is the case one would also expect to find a similar reduction in

the strain away from the Mid Atlantic Ridge. This idea appears to be

supported by results from the analysis presented by Hasegawa et al.

(1985) cf. Figure 2.13. In their analysis of the strain near the ridge

and also near the boundary of the model, i.e. at the intraplate re-

gion, they found the strain to be less near the boundary. Hence, based

on the strain distribution and hence the strain energy release predic-

ted by the mathematical modelling one would expect the seismicity to

decrease away from the ridge, a situation observed in Fennoscandia.
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Fig. 2.15 Composite stress diagram for upper and lower cnist
in Fennoscandia. Stress gradients are in accordance
with shallow stress measurements and are most often
associated with thrust fault type earthquake fault
plane solutions. Absolute stress levels are from the
stress diagram of Hasegawa et al. (1985), cf. figure
2.14.
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3 MODELLING OF FQNOSCNOIAN FAULT SIKLOUKfcS

In a recent report for SKB, Tirén (1986) presents a review of frac-

tures and fracture zones and their structural elements, character and

tectonic environment. It forms a comprehensive source of information

on the state of art in the structural geology of fractures, faults,

fracture zones and shear zones. Fundamental questions which must be

raised in modelling large scale faulting and instability in conti-

nental shield areas are the following:

- what is the depth of penetration of major fault zones?

- are the deviatoric stresses associated with crustal faulting of the

order of 10 MPa or 100 MPa, on average?

- how does shear resistance and strain energy concentration vary with

depth?

- how is the faulting developed at the decoupling zone between the

upper and lower crust?

To this list of questions, ambiguity will arise from the very sparse

information on the brittle and brittle-ductile structures of the

Fennoscandian Shield. In this chapter, we will discuss continental

fault structures, existing data on fault structures in Fennoscandia,

and finally we will suggest a possible fault structure for the

modelling of crustal instability.

It is now widely recognized that listric normal faults and thrust

faults involving a crystalline basement commonly flatten with depth

into décollement zones developed in the middle or lower continental

crust (Sibson, 1983 and Jackson and McKenzie, 1983). This makes the

alternative models for the downward continuation of major fault zones

as suggested by Sibson (op. cit.) most attractive. His alternative

models are reproduced to the right in Figure 3.1. For the strik-slip

faulting, he suggests two alternative models as the situation is

rather more complex. The depth to the decoupling zone within the crust

is estimated to bn 20 + 5 km and will hence coincide with the upper-
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lower crustal boundary for the composite stress diagram of the Fermo-

scandian Shield, cf. Figure 2.15. Ihe downward continuation of the

major fault zones in the continental crust are supported by a concep-

tual model schematically relating faulting mode, metamorphism, quartz

deformation and associated fault rocks, Figure 3.2. From this diagram

we notice that the boundary between the discontinuous-frictional-

seismogenic upper crust, and the continuous-quasi-plastic-aseismic

lower crust is suggested to be at a dept of 12 km and a transition

zone reaching down to 15 km. Since the shear resistance and strain

energy density diminish at about 20 km this is a realistic boundary

between the upper and lower crust in this study.

Thrust

X.

Strllw-tllp

1

I
•I-

Normal

Fig. 3.1 Alternative models for the downward continuation
of major fault zones (frictional regime dotted,
quasi-plastic shear zones dashed). Suggested
models for Fennoscandian faults are shown to the
right. After Sibson (1983).
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Fig. 3.2 Conceptual modei for a major fault zone in the continen-
tal crust, schematically relating faulting mode, meta-
morphic environment, dominant steady-state quartz defor-
mation mechanism and associated fault rocks. Profiles of
shear resistance and distortional sixain energy density
versus depth are in arbitrary units. After Sibson (1983).
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The distribution of southern Fennoscandian earthquake foci with depth

(Slunga et al. 1984) indicates a confinement of earthquake activity to

the upper crust, and this activity is limited to a depth of about 20

km. Hitherto, the evolution of the Fennoscandian Shield has been de-

scribed mainly from a stratlgraphic point of vxew. Plate tectonic

Implications, apart from faulting related to neotectonlcs (Lundqvist

and Lagerbäck, 1976, Lagerback, 1979, Lagerback and Witschard, 1983,

Henkel et al. 1983 and Talbot, 1986), and applications have increased

in number in recent years. However, the number of studies dealing with

faults and shear zones is still limited (Fesonen and Neuvonen, 1981,

Eriksson and Henkel, 1983, and Berthelsen and Marker, 1986). A list of

published papers and reports on the tectonics of Sweden is presented

by Tiren (1986).

In a recent paper, Berthelsen and Marker (1986) presented the tectonic

evolution of the Sveookarelian fold belt and presented evidence for

large-scale Intraplate strike-slip movements along ductile megashears,

or strike-slip faults. Associated with the post-collisional stages of

the Sveookarelian evolution around 1.9 Ga ago, the formation of a sys-

tem of large megashears was named as follows:

BB-BB Baltic-Bothnian

R-L Raahe-Ladoga

NK-NK North Karelian

The map of this system is reproduced in Figure 3.3. Although it is

still not possible to interrelate the megashears and active subductlon

zones, the evolution gives some support for a plate tectonic evolution

of Early Proterozoic geodynamlcs of the Baltic Shield. If present-day

fracture dlsplacecnent and seismlcity are largely confined to repeated

reactivation along the megashears, the latter can be used to define

the boundaries of the crustal rock mechanics models of this study.

Hence, the Baltic-Bothnian megashear is a strong candidate for the

eastern boundary for some of the models. This is further supported by

the fact that the BB-BB magashear Intersects the area of maximum total

glacial uplift and the present maximum of the rate of uplift. The NW-

SE striking faults and shears are additional characteristic features
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of the structural map of the Baltic-Bothnian region as depicted by

Berthelsen and Marker (op. cit.).

Fig. 3.3 Structural map of the Baltic Bothnian region with
offshore geology included to outline the Baltic-
Bothnian megashöar. 1 = faults and shears, 2 • low-
angle thrusts, 3 = the Sirkka line, 4 = Phanerozoic
sediments (Vendian included), 5 = Jotnian sediments,
6 = rapakivi granite massifs, 7 = Archaean basement
(dotted side). BB-BB - Baltic-Bothnian megashear,
R-L - Raahe-Ladoga megashear, NK-NK - North Karelian
megashear, KS - Kola suture, IM - Inari microcontinent,
OB - Granulite belt, and A - Aland Archipelago.

Berthelsen and Marker (1986).
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A compilation of gravity and magnetic data over Scandinavia, by

Eriksson and Henkel, provided the basis for an interpretation of major

structural features of the Precambrian bedrock (Eriksson and Henkel,

1983). They distinguished three major sets of lineaments striking N-S,

NW-SE, and NE-SW and the traces of two of the transform faults within

the North Atlantic ocean basins, i.e. Jan Mayen and Senja fault zone,

were extended to the continental crust of Norway and Sweden. Zones of

magnetic and sometimes both magnetic and gravity anomalies are dis-

tinctly Interrupted along NW-SE striking lineaments (Eriksson and

Henkel, 1983, Figs. 4 and 5). Several of these lineaments have been

interpeted as transform faults oy Strömberg (1976), and they form

first order lineaments In Central and Northern Scandinavia.

Geophysical investigations, and1 magnetic mapping in particular, of

large-scale regional dislocations In the Lansj arv area of post-glacial

faulting In Northern Sweden show two major dislocation trends, NW-SE

and N-S (Henkel et al. 1983). From the map of magnetic dislocations,

13 major zones have been Interpreted varying in width from 100 m to 1

km and with a mean spacing of about 17 km, Figure 3.4. The dominant

strike direction of the major zones Is NW-SE over a length of more

than 200 km and they are intersected by younger N-S trending zones,

showing vertical block movements.

Talbot (1986) made a preliminary structural analysis of the pattern of

post-glacial faults in the same area. He suggested that < 1 km thick

thrust flakes extruded along the NNE trending fault by oblique trans-

pressicn along pre-existing steep ESE dipping mega-shears. The post-

glacial kinematics Inferred from the structures suggest a sudden re-

lief during glacial unloading of plate tectonic forces from horizontal

NW or WNW compression accumulated during glacial loading.
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Fig. 3.4 Major dislocations from magnetic mapping of the Lansjärv
area, Northern Sweden. The width of the zones varies from
about 100 m to 1 km and the maxi"v* extension is more than
200 km. After Henkel et al. (1983).
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Figure 3.5 illustrates generic models of vertical and planar sections

of Northern Femoscandia. Boundary conditions are kept as simple as

possible and the models are two-dimensional. The vertical section (A)

comprises the three-layered model of tha litnosphere from the ocea-

nic-continental crustal boundary at the shelf of the North Sea to the

centre of uplift in the Bothnian Bay. The Baltic-Bothnian megashear

and the centre of uplift are together regarded as a line and a point

of symmetry, respectively. Differential horizontal stresses, o

can be applied at the edge of the continental crust. The stress gra-

dients will correspond to the composite stress diagram on crustal

stresses and their orientations presented in the previous chapter in

the display of faulting in the upper crust (Fig. 3.5 A), steeply dipp-

ing N-S striking thrust and strike-slip faults are shown. This situa-

tion is based on existing information from the geophysical Investiga-

tions and geological mapping of the Parvie and Landsj ärv areas (Henkel

et al., 1983 and Talbot, 1986). In modelling the crustal stability

along the NW-SE profile from the shelf outside Senja In Norway to the

northernmost part of the Bothnian Bay at Kalix, additional geological

and geophysical mapping Is needed. The major structures of the off-

shore region can possibly be obtained from oil and gas prospecting

activities west of Harstad in Northern Norway.

The plan of the NW-SE traverse Is shown in Figure 3.5 B. Boundary con-

ditions are the Baltic-Bothnian megashear and applied stresses of

o,-_v and o^-... The fault system for the model must consist of

steeply dipping faults and they can be applied as mapped in the field

and/or generated by means of existing fracture network modelling

techniques, e.g. Mathis (1987). The NW-SE traverse will Intersect the

major neotectcnlc structures of the Nordkalott area. Of these, the

Lansj ärv neotectonic faults are of major Interest to this study. In

addition the test site for waste disposal at Kamlung will be encoun-

tered In the traverse. In modelling the traverse In plan, we are allo-

wed to model an arbitrary horizontal section. At this stage, we suggest

modelling at a depth of the mid-upper-crust where differential hori-

zontal stresses are assumed to be o^^ = 55 MPa and o ^ ^ = 12 MPa,

respectively.
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Fig. 3.5 Models of vertical and planar section along a NW-SE travers
from oceanic-continental crust boundary outside Senja,
Northern Norway, to the northernmost Bothnian Bay.
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4 GLACICÄJOGICAL ASPECTS OF WASTE DISPOSAL IN FENNDSONDIA

It is known that the location of a nuclear waste vault in the Fenno-

scandian bedrock will be affected by large ice sheets in the future.

Problems concerning vault integrity under a thick ice sheet have been

discussed by Koerner (1984) and Adams (1984), and these are as fol-

lows:

(i) erosion of the vault roof by the ice sheet

(ii) increased availability of water and increased water pressure
under the ice sheet

(ill) Increased stresses on the rock produced by the weight of the

overlying ice sheet

(iv) stress relief during deglaciation and cyclic opening and
closing of fractures due to repeated glaciations and
deglaciatlons

4.1 Erosion under an ice sheet

The general concensus among earth scientists is that ice sheet flow

will produce very little erosion relative to the subaerial and fluvial

mechanism. In the most recent review of the problem by Koemer (op.

cit.) he arrives at an erosion rate of 1.5 m in 0.1 Ma, corresponding

to 15 m in 1 Ma. The present conclusion is that glacial erosion does

not constitute a threat to a repository situated deeper than a couple

of hundred metres. The effects of erosion need not therefore be simu-

lated in the numerical modelling of crustal rock mechanics.

4.2 Water pressure under the ice

One of the principal sources of uncertainly In the storage of high-

level radioactive waste In the bedrock of Fermoscandia arises from the

effects of Increased water availablity and water pressures associated

with large ice sheets. Koerner (1984) presents evidence that the rock
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surface will have a water interface for most of the time when it is

covered by an ice sheet. This will result in the development of excess

pore-water pressure and the volume of water flow above the repository

could be at least 3 to 6 times greater than it is at present. The

basal water film at the base of the ice sheet may be only millimetres

thick, but the hydrostatic pressure at the bed could be sufficiently

high for water to penetrate new or old fractures in the bedrock. It

might also be possible that the excess water pressure could cause hy-

draulic fracturing of the surface bedrock as has been suggested by

Pusch (personal communication). An additional effect is the reduction

of basal shear stress of the ice sheet by a factor of 2 to 4 according

to Koemer (op. cit.)

There is no general agreement on the precise location of the water

table within an ice sheet. Vonhof (1984) does not think that the ice

surface may be considered equivalent to a zero potential surface. In a

discussion of the contribution by Vonhof (op. cit.) Fischer claims

that for temperate glaciers, water will move through a glacier, and

the concept of a water table in a glacier, coupled with the one in the

grounds been proposed. The present kncwledge of water tables in con-

tinental glaciers is however more uncertain. Fischer also considers

that there is a good chance for melting at the bottom of the centre in

a continental glacier. Further up, the temperature of the ice would

probably quickly drop to below 0° C. Based on temperature calcula-

tions, Koemer (op. cit.) shows on the contrary that the ice sheet is

frozen to its bed in the accumulation zone. However, there is a gene-

ral concensus that high water pressures can develop in the ablation

zone.

In conclusion, in any simulation of the displacement and stress

changes under glacial loading, changes of pore water pressure in the

bedrock due to changes in the water table of the ice sheet must be

considered.

4.3 Glacially induced stress changes

An ice sheet produces differential loads over the earth's crust. By
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assuming an infinite extension of the ±ce and linear elastic proper-

ties of the crust, the theoretical horizontal stress would increase

by an amount Aou given by
n

AOH
 = r^r Aov ^

Where v is the Poisson' s ratio and AO is the glacial overburden load

from the ice sheet. After deglaciation AO and hence AoH vanishes.

However, an ice sheet will produce differential loads over the earth's

crust, and the ensuing crustal uplift or rebound in Fermoscandia and

other glaciated terrains prove that the concept of elastic deformation

is not valid.

By studying the nature of the deformation or the distribution of the

compensation produced by an ice sheet, the isostatic response of the

crust to loading may be assessed. Walcott (1970) studied the isostatic

response to ice sheet loading of the crust in Canada in which the

lithosphere was treated as an elastic sheet overlying a fluid substra-

tum. By applying the well-known theory of elastic bending of a thin

plate in two dimensions, the upward pressure caused by the elastic

d wbending is D =—r , where D is the f lexural rigidity of the plate and

to ET*/12(1 - v 2); E is the Young's modulus, T the plate thickness

and v the Poisson's ratio. By assuming the profile of the ice sheet is

h - h Q (1 - e
1*) (4.2)

where, h is the elevation and h the elevation as x -» - and b a con-

stant, the vertical displacement w of the ground surface at each side

of the ice edge is given by the following equation:

4 4 h (1 - e1*) e± g
2-j + 4a w = -2 ^ ±— x < 0 (4.3)
dx

and

+ 4a4w = 0 x > 0 (4.4)
dx
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where

4 (om " e i ) 9

4a4 = m * (4.5)

In eqs. 4.3 - 4.5 above g Is density of mantle, Q. is density of ioe

and g is the acceleration of gravity. The calculated surface profile

at the edge of a continental ice sheet with radius 450 km and eleva-

tion 1.8 km is shown in Figure 4.1. Fran the solution of the above

differential equations, the following three features should be noted:

(i) a forebulge is produced because of the elastic bending. Its

amplitude is independent of the flexural parameter D and is

given approximately by h /100. The distance from the ice edge

at which the forebulge occurs depends on the flexural rigidity

and is given approximately by 1.9 ' I/a

(ii) at the ice edge, the ground surface is depressed by a distance

of h/11.5. The turning point of the displacement, i.e. w = 0,

occurs when ax = 1.89. This point is of special interest in

the modelling of the crustal rock mechanics in Fennoscandia,

since this can be used as a point of symmetry for the NW

boundary of the models. The displacement of the ground surface

beyond the ice sheet is given by

(4*6)

and outside the ice edge,

10 ^ , (e-ax (2 cos ax - sin ax)}
1U (Qm Q±) ( 4 7 )

It is suggested that the geometry of the lithosphere on

each side of the ice edge is given a shape defined by these

equations

(ill) the maximum stress difference will occur at the base of the

lithosphere and about 200-300 km from the edge of the ice

sheet (Walcott, 1970). The magnitude of this difference is

approximately 20 MPa per kilometer of elevation of ice sheet.
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Fig. 4.1 Profile across an ice front. After Walcott (1970).
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The maximum horizontal stress at the upper surface of the

upper crust is estimated to be 8.5 MPa per kilometer elevation

of ice. Hence, for an ice sheet of 2 km thickness, the horizon-

tal stress due to subsidence will be 17 MPa, and compressive

at the upper surface of the crust and tensile at lower surface.

4.4 Stress concentration at the ice-rock interface

Although much thought has been given to the glacial sliding, bed-
water-ice interface problem, a detailed description of a problem
formulation at any given time does not appear in the litterature.
Weertman (1979) has reviewed the theory of glacial sliding, and the
following section is based on his contribution.

Let us consider any arbitrary block of ice that is within a glacier

and which is just above the bed, Figure 4.2.

ROCK

Fig. 4.2 Block of basal ice sliding over a glacier bed.
After Weertman (1979).

The following parameters have been considered in glacial sliding

theories or have been thought to influence glacial sliding:
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1) The average shear stress x that acts parallel to the glacier bed

(Fig. 4.2). Presumably the direction in which this basal shear

stress acts is parallel to the average direction of the

velocity U.

2) The average hydrostatic pressure P that acts on the ice block
(Fig. 4.2).

3) The deviator stresses, one of which is indicated as the stress o

in Figure 4.2, that act normal to ice-block faces. The shear

stress x* that is indicated in Figure 4.2, acts on the set of

ice block sides that are all perpendicular to the bed. This

should also be considered with the tensile or compressive devia-

tor stresses.

4) The temperature of the ice as well as the bed.

5) The morphology of the bed surface.

6) The rheological properties of ice.

7) The rheological properties of the bed material.

8) The quantity of water transported per unit time down the glacier

within the bed-water-ice Interface.

9) ihe quantity of water ber unit time either reaching the bed-

water-ice interface through a permeable bed or escaping from

this Interface through a permeable bed.

10) The dissolved iiipurity content of the water at the bed-water-ice

interface and the dissolved Impurity oontent of the ice.

11) Rock debris and silt oontent within the ice.

12) The quantity of geothermal heat transported to the glacier bed.
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13) The quantity of water reaching the bottom surface of the gla-

cier from the top surface of the glacier, either through moulins

or crevasses that penetrate a glacier or down from the edge of a

glacier.

According to Weertman (op. cifc.), the bed-water-ice glacier sliding

problem is simply the determination of the velocity U of this block of

ice shown in Figure 4.2. If we assume a perfectly smooth interface,

where the velocity is determined by the water layer in shear, the

shear stress is equal to

(4.8)

Here, n is the viscosity of water * 0.0018 Pas and d is the water

layer thickness of * 1 nm. The average shear stress is found to be of

the order of 6 Pa for U * 100 ms~ . The average shear stress at the

base of a glacier is of the order of 0.1 MPa and many orders of magni-

tude larger than the generated shear stress in a water layer. If the

interface is below the freezing point the tangential stress might

reach a value of about 2 MPa so it may to be concluded that a glacier

whose bed temperature is below the melting point of ice should not

slide.

Weertman was the first to consider a rough interface in glacial

sliding theory. For sliding to occur over a protuberance bed model

consisting of cubic blocks with side length L and average separa-

tion L , tensile and compressive stresses will exist near each
2 1

obstacle of the order of x/ R where R = L/L is a measure of the

roughness of the bed. x is the average basal shear stress, of magni-

tude 0.1 MPa. Hence, obstacles of a height of 20 m with an average

distance of 200 m gives R = 10 and R = 100 and the tensile and

compressive stresses will be of the order of 10 MPa.

The stress concentrations around each obstacle will cause the ice to

flow by creep around them, and at a distance of about one obstacle

length the stress concentration must die out. Because the normal

stress on the up-stream side ?•>•••' " > '"own-stream side differ by an
2

amount equal to x /R , the melting temperature of ice is different.



The temperature gradient causes the loe to melt on the up-stream side

and water to be refrozen on the down-stream side. This process Is

named regelatlon. The total sliding velocity of an Ice sheet over an

obstacle is therefore the sun of the velocities from the creep flow

and the velocity produced by the regelation mechanism.

Nye analyzed the relation between surface and bed topography of an ice

sheet flowing across a small ridge (Paterson, 1972). This problem is

relevant to neotectonic faulting In Northern Sweden. If we assume

that the flow Is constant across the ridge and the change in shear

stress produced by the ridge is denoted x-, then

Tl^xb * °*5 r ^ o (4.9)

where x. is the basal shear stress, r the height of the ridge and h

is the thickness of the ice sheet. Hence, a ridge with a height of

20 m covered by 2000 m of ice should change the basal shear stress by

only 0.5 per cent. Since the calculated basal shear stress is about

0.1 MPa in many parts of polar ice sheets, the change in shear stress

caused by the ridge can be neglected.

From the above analyses we may conclude that the problem of glacier

slid ing and bed-water-ice interface stresses remains unsolved. For

the purpose of our modelling, we assume the following values:

average basal shear stress x. = 0.1 MPa

maximum obstacle compressive/tensile stress x = 10 MPa

In contrast with the Interior of a glacially loaded area, a rock mass

at the edge of an ice sheet would experience significant non-uniform

loading and high stress gradients (Adams, 1984). The simple calcula-

tions presented In this section show that it is unlikely that the

stresses would cause major disturbances to the rock mass. For a great-

er Impact, Adams (op. cit.) suggests that either the ice front must

have been steeper, or calving of Icebergs at the front have generated

large shear stresses. Talbot (1986), in his mapping of the neotectonic

faults In Northern Sweden suggests that the morphology in the vicinity

of the faults can only be explained by large magnitude earthquake ac-
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tivity. At the present stage, the final explanation of the neotectonic

structure must be left open. Hopefully modelling of glacial sliding

and stress concentrations from obstacles will broaden our views and

increase knowledge of possible mechanisms.

4.5 Modelling of glaciation and land uplift

Fennoscandia is one of the best known and studied postglacial land

uplift areas. The present uplift rate has its maximum value, of about

1 m per 100 years, at the centre of the glaciation which is located in

the northern part of the Gulf of Bothnia. The absolute land uplift

V is obtained from the equation

Va = Vo + Ve + Vg (4-10)

where V is the observed land uplift rate from tide-gauge and precise

levelling observations and V is the eustatic rate of rise of the sea

level. V is the uplift rate of the geoid with respect to the centre
y

of gravity of the earth arising from subcrustal flow of viscous mantle

material. The observed land uplift in Northern Europe has been compil-

ed by Ekmann (1977), Figure 4.3. The eustatic rise of mean sea level

is considered to be V * 1 mm/a. Uplift of the geoid at the centre of

the Fennoscandian land uplift has been calculated by various authors

and a recent compilation by Kukkari (1986) gives V = 0.7-1.2 mm/a.

Based on this data, the additional land uplift has been estimated to

be 80 and 140 m and the relaxation time from 7000 to 12000 years.

Momer (1979) attempted to show that the uplift arises from two

causes; an exponential uplift from glacial ice melt (now completed),

and also a tectonic uplift (continuing) which is unrelated to the re-

moval of the ice load. However, the present contours of uplift based

upon tide-gauge records correspond well with contours of total isosta-

tic uplift and with the distribution of glacial ice. According to

Bnery and Aubrey (1985) this favours a single, rather than two diffe-

rent causes for uplift.
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Fig. 4.3 Observed land uplift rate In mm/yr. Conpiled by Ekmarm,
1977. See Ekmann (1985).

The Weichselian glacial ice began about 75.000 years B.C. and in-

creased to a maximum at about 20.000 years B.C. The maximum ice exten-

sion of the Weichselian ice and the ice border at Younger Dryas

(10.000-11.000 B.C. and Pre-Boreal (9.000 B.C.) is reproduced after

Bakkelid (1986) in Figure 4.4. Notice the similar shape and geographic
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extension of the glaciated area and the zero isobase of present uplift

rates in Northern Fennoscandia. This further strengthens the idea of

using the point of zero vertical displacement slightly west of the ice

border as a line of symmetry in the modelling work. The ice divide

strikes almost perpendicular to the direction of the suggested tra-

verse of modelling and the ice divide. It is most probable also that

the maximum thickness of the ice sheet is located adjacent to the

eastern point of the suggested traverse. Hence, the existence of a

symmetry line at the NE end of the traverse at Kalix is also supported

by the extension of the ice sheet.

A y

Fig. 4.4 The most important Weichselian ice borders and the ice
divide. In the figure is also shown the suggested profile
A-A for numerical modelling of crustal rockmechanics.
After Bakkelid (1986).
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In modelling the influence of glaciation, deglaciation and glacial

rebound on crustal rock mechanics and stability, two modelling ap-

proaches are suggested. In the first approach, we model the changes of

glacio-isostatic deformation as they are assumed. Hence, the surface

and bottom of the model is given a shape in accordance with the equa-

tions by Walcott (1970), equations (4.6) and (4.7) for each side of

the ice front, Figure 4.5 A. The uplift, AH, will be varied according

to the following scheme:

total uplift AH = 900 m (Kukkari, 1986, Mörner, 1980)

present uplift AH = 760 m (Mörner, 1980)

highest shoreline AH = 295 m

remaining uplift AH = 140 m (Kukkari, 1986)

relaxed mantle AH = 0 m

We also Intend to model an estimated maximum absolute uplift of 760 m

as has been suggested by Mömer (1980), although this value has been

questioned by several authors, e.g. Emery and Aubrey (1985).

The other modelling approach uses ice as a surface load, Figure 4.5 B.

The profile of the ice sheet is assumed to either the equation

h - h Q (1 - e*
3*) (4.11)

or

(h/hQ)
2 = 1 - X/L (4.12)

where, h is the elevation, h is the elevation at distance L and b is

a constant. The edge of the ice sheet agrees with the extension of the

Weichselian glacial ice at the continental shelf of Northwestern Nor-

way. The retreat of the ice sheet will be modelled so that the edge

will be situated at the neotectonlc faults in Northern Sweden for a
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remaining ice thickness of about 1 km. It is suggested that the influ-

ence of a water table corresponding to a dry frozen glacier and a tem-

pered glacier with a waterhead corresponding to the thickness of the

ice is also analyzed.

Global models as presented in Figure 4.5 will make it possible to in-

crease our overall understanding of the change in stresses and defor-

mations. They can also provide the boundary conditions for regional

and far-field models as indicated in Figure 4.6. In the regional

models, the neotectonic faulting can be studied in more detail by in-

troduction of loading from an ice sheet front, basal shear stress at

the rock-ice interface and additional stresses and deformations due to

various obstacles at the ground surface underneath an advancing and

retreating ice front.

ICE FRONT

UPPER CRUST (FRACTURED)

B
Fig. 4.5

ICE

Suggested modelling of glaciation, deglaciation and glacial
rebound for a NW-SE traverse in Northern Fennoscandia.
A, Simulation of glacial rebound at the centre of uplift,AH
B, Simulation of ice load from a Weichselian glacial ice.
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Fig. 4.6 Illustration of the scale of modelling, where a global
model gives the boundary conditions for the regional and
the far-field models.
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5 STKhNLHH OF GRANITIC ROCK MASSES

Rock mass behaviour, which for engineering purposes, can often be

characterised by its strength, deformability and permeability, is

affected by the combined behaviour of intact rock and discontinuities.

Discontinuities are planar features or surfaces of smaller strength,

larger deformability, and larger permeability than the intact rock.

In studies of vaults for radioactive waste disposal the rock mass dis-

continuity characteristics are of equal or of even greater importance

in design than the much stronger and stiffer intact rock.

5.1 Strength of intact granitic rock

The determination of both the static and dynamic strength, under pres-

sure, of crystalline igneous rocks in general, and granitic rocks in

particular, has been the subject of numerous investigations. A number

of several excellent data compilations are available, see for example,

Birch (1966), Lama and Vutukuri (1978), Touloukain et al. (1981). How-

ever, very little data is available for granitic rocks, where the ef-

fects of pressure (P), temperature (T), and pore pressure ( P ) , have

been studied in one and the same experimental set up. Hence, at pres-

ent, we must study these effects independently, and, in most cases,

individually and subsequently evaluate the total effect.

In conventional testing, the mechanical properties of rocks are in-

vestigated by axial compression of a circular cylindrical specimen,

whose length is two to three times its diameter. A stress field is

applied to the cylinder. The axial and lateral strains are then mea-

sured. Stresses are plotted against strains. A stress-strain curve is

then obtained. The elastic modulus arid strength can then be determi-

ned. In experimental work, it is usually the case that triaxial tests

are conducted with two of the applied principal stresses equal.
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5.1.1 The effect of confining pressure

It has been known for almost a century that if the lateral displace-

ment of a compression test specimen is resisted, by applying pressure

to its sides, it becomes stronger, and there is a tendency towards

increased ductility. The effect of increasing confining pressure

(cu = o J , for a rock sample in a stiff rock testing machine is shown

in Fiugre 5.1. We see from Figure 5.1 that as the confining pressure

is increased, the strength increases, and the permanent deformation

before fracture also increases.
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Fig. 5.1 Complete load-displacement curve for rocks ln triaxial
compression. After Runnel and Fairhurst (1970).

At low confining pressures, brittle fracture occurs. For most rock

types, there is well-defined value of the confining pressure at which

there is a transition from typicallt brittle behaviour to fully

ductile behaviour. There is a clear tendency for rock material to
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increase its strength with increasing confining pressure. There is

also a large variation in strength for different rock types.

Figure 5.2 shows applied axial stress versus confining pressure curves

for different rock types (mostly granitic). For granite, at confining

stresses below 300 MPa, the increase in applied axial stress is ap-

proximately linear. Hence, in modelling the mechanical properties of

the intact rock in the upper crust, the assumption of linear elastic

behaviour is reasonable. Following the suggestion by Hasegawa et al.

(1985) Young's moduli for the upper and lower crust are taken to be

105 GPa and 128 GPa respectively.
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Fig. 5.2 Applied axial stress as a function of confining pres-
sure for different rock types at room temperature.
After vutukuri et al. (1974)

For most rock types, there is a linear increase in strength with con-

fining pressure. However, most granitic rocks show non-linear behav-

iour of strength versus confining pressure, for confining pressures

in the range 0-260 MPa, as shown in Figure 5.3.
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Fig. 5.3 Strength versus confining pressure for four types
of granitic rocks. Data from Duba et al. (1974),
Janach (1977), Matsushima (1960), Schock et al.
(1972), and Swan (1978).

5.1.2 Influence of temperature

Although, In general, the brittle fracture of rock is relatively in-

sensitive to changes in tenperature alone, in contrast to its behav-

iour in the ductile regime, changes in tenperature may produce quite

significant effects at increased confining pressure. Failure stresses

for minerals and rocks at various tenperatures in trlaxial compression

tests are listed In several handbooks on rock properties, e.g. Birch

(1966). Brittle fracture is relatively insensitive to tenperature,

but as the confining pressure, o~ = cu, Increases, the effects of

temperature become more important, as shown In Figure 5.4. The true

effect of the Influence of tenperature and confining pressure for

Charcoal granite is illustrated In Figure 5.5.
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Here we notice a moderate decrease in strength, o. - o3, as the tenpe-

rature increases for both low and intermediate confining pressures.
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Fig. 5.4 Strength versus confining pressure for dry
Westerly granite as a function of tenperature.
After Heuze (1983).
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Fig. 5.5 Strength versus temperature for Charcoal granite at
various confining pressures. Modified after Heuze (1983).

5.1.3 The effect of temperature and pressure

One important effect of Increasing the temperature in rock deformation

is to lower the brittle-ductile transition zone. A compilation of ex-

perimental data, where the influence of temperature and pressure are

combined, allows analysis of the variation of the strength of rocks

with depth in the earth's crust. Based on experimental data for West-

erly granite from Rhode Island, U.S.A., reported by dark (1966),

Stetsky et al. (1974), and Tullis (1977), we can construct for this

rock a strength versus depth curve, Figure 5.6. We notice how the

strength increases almost linearly with depth down to about 8 km.

Thereafter, the strength remains almost constant down to depths of

8-16 km. It then decreases with depth, due to the strong Influence of

temperature.
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5.1.4 Influence of strain rate

Fear a complete review of the behaviour of the strength of intact

granitic rocks we must also consider the effect of strain rate. In

laboratory tests on rock samples, it is most convenient to use strain

rates in the range 0.001 to 0.1 millistrains per second. At these

values, the strain rate is found to have a small but noticable effect

on the brittle fracture stress and also on the brittle-ductile tran-

sition. In triaxial tests on igneous rocks at strain rates of 10

sec" or higher, several authors have found increases of fracture

stress of around 10 % for a 10 -fold increase in strain rate.

The irif luence of strain rate on the ultimate strength of Westerly
granite for various confining pressures is shown in Figure 5.7. An

A

increase in strain rate, é, by a factor of 10 doubles the ulti-

mate strength at a confining pressure of 100 MPa.

In modelling the crustal rock mechanics for waste disposal vaults we
must consider tectonic stresses and strain rates of the order of

—1810 or less. It therefore follows that the effect of strain rate
on strength can be disregarded.

5.2 Strength and defarmahility of rock discontinuities

Patten (1966) developed a model, from experimental and theoretical

considerations, which is still considered to be one of the basic

descriptions of discontinuity shearing. The model differentiates

between mechanisms of dilational sliding "up over", and shearing

through asperities, on the basis of a critical normal stress level.

Following the presentation of Patten's model by H. Einstein and C.

Cowding in Touloukian and Ho (1981), Figure 5.8 illustrates a set of

shear force-shear deformation (u), and peak shear force (S ) - normal

force (N) relations, which compare shearing under different normal

forces (stresses). A r-xrmal stress lower than the critical shear

stresses, Test 1 in Figure 5.8, initially induces elastic deformation

of an asperity up to U , the yield deformation. Sliding then follows

and the joint will dilate. At a certain displacement, U , the resi-
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stance of the asperity is exceeded, and shearing through the asperity

occurs. Above a critical normal applied stress level (Test 2 in Figure

5.8), no dilation occurs. The asperities are then ijnmediately sheared

at their bases.
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The failure envelopes in Figure 5.8 are defined as follows:

x = o tan ($u + i) (5.1)

for low normal stresses, and

x = c + o tan B (5.2)
Er

for high normal stresses, where:

c = cohesion

i = angle of asperity

x = peak shear stress (S /A)

o = normal stress at failure (N/A)

$ = angle of sliding friction

$ = residual friction angle

The Coulomb criterion in equation (5.2) is probably the best known

resistance curve description, since it contains a stress dependent

(tan 8), and a stress independent parameter (C).

From a large number of shear tests on xjcks loaded to normal stresses,

o, up to 2000 MPa, Byerl&e (1978) reports the following equations for

frictional shear stresses canerated in rocks:

x = 0.85o for 0 < o < 200 (MPa) (5.3)

and

x = 50 + 0.6o for o > 200 (MPa) (5.4)

If a pore pressure, P is present, the effective normal stress a-PQ
is used in stead of a, while the effective shear stress is still t.

From in-situ stress measurements made at depth in areas of active

faulting, Zoback and Healy (1984) estimated the frictional strength of
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Pig. 5.8 Explanation of Patton's model for discontinuity strength.
After Einstein and Dowding in Touloukian and Ho (1981).
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faults at depths from 0.1 to 3.7 km. They found that the laboretory

data given by equations (5.3) and (5.4) seem to apply to most faults

in-situ conditions and that in areas of active faulting, the magnitude

of principal stress differences in the upper crust are controlled by

the frictional strength of the active faults.

Rock joints exhibit a wide range of shear strength under the low

effective normal six ess levels operating in most rock engineering

problems. Conversely, under the high effective normal stress levels of

interest to this study and the modelling of crustal rock mechanics,

the range of shear strength of joints and artificial faults is small,

despite the wide variation in the triaxial compressive strength of

rocks at fracture. In reviewing the results of laboratory-scale tests

on rock and rock joints, Barton (1977) suggested the following equa-

tion for the peak shear strength of faults through, rock up to the

brittle-ductile transition

°i " o<*
x = o n tan (20 log10 (-^—-) + «fa) (5.5)

n

where x is the shear strength at a given normal stress o . o. and cu

are the major and minor principal stresses and $. is the residual

shear angle of friction. This empirical law formulates the friction

and fracture strength and at the critical state the effective normal

stress is found to be equal to the differential stress, i.e. o n =

a. - o3. The frictional strength of Westerly granite according to

to eq. (5.5) is shown in Figure 5.9.

In modelling the frictional strength of faults for crustal rock me-

chanics, application of the relation given by eq. (5.5) is suggested.

This is also valid for problems where the influence of pore pressure

is to be studied and it has been shown to agree with the experimental

results presented by Byerlee (1978).

Barton and Bandis (1982) reviewed a large body of test data to deter-

mine the influence of block size on the displacement required to mo-

bilize peak strength. They showed that the shear strength and the
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Fhear stiffness are reduced with Increased block size due to both re-

duced effective joint roughness and to reduced asperity strength. Both

of these properties are a function of the delayed mobilization of

roughness with Increasing block size. Following the classical equation

of shear strength by Barton:

2000

J C S

x = o n tan | JRCn log 1 0
n (5.6)

and the suggested reductions

-0.02 JRCQ
(5.7)

-0.03
L

J C S n " J C So ( TTo
(5.8)



the shear strength can be determined for any size of joint or a
fault. In the above equations,

JRC = joint roughness coefficient

JCS = joint wall compressive strength

o = effective normal stress

L = joint and fault length

& r = residual friction angle of a smoothed surface

Subscripts "o" and "n" denote laboratory and natural joints/faults,
respectively, see Barton and Bandis (1982). Based on shear tests on
rock joints:

JRC =o

JCS =o

S

Lo •

8.9

92 MPa

27.5°

0.1 m

These values can be substituted in equations (5.7) and (5.8). We then
obtain.

L
JRCn = 8.9 ( ̂  ) (5.9)

L -0.267
JCSn = 92 ( Q^- ) (5.10)

Figure 5.10 shows laboratory and in-situ shear stiffness data reported

in the literature. The significant effect of block size is shown and

comparison is also made with the average values of stiffness derived

for earthquake events. Barton and Bandis (op. cit.) also present a

useful approximation to the shear stiffness in the form:
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Ks =

o tan J"JRC log (JCS/o ) + 5 "I

500
JRC .
"L~ '

0.33 (5.11)

where L is the length of the joint/fault.

A typical value of the in-situ shear stiffness for application to an

upper crustal rock mechanics problem is: K * 0.001 MPa/rrm. The nor-
s

mal stiffness, K on the other hand, is probably almost independent

of scale, Bandis et al. (1985).
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